German quad double Laudan / Osterer sensational in the final
The German quad duo Maximilian Laudan and Bianca Osterer provided for a big surprise on
the third day of the German Open. They won in a veritable tennis thriller against the seeded
dutchmen Sam Schröder / Niels Vink 7-6 (3) 6-3. The semi-final game was initially marked
by unnecessary mistakes on the part of the Germans.
Altogether one can say that it was the "Laudan / Osterer day". Maximillian won his quad
single against American Steven Baxter in straight sets 6-0 6-3. His doubles partner also
managed to win her consolation individually, in two sets versus the dutchman Dick Eikenaar
6-0 6-0. From the spectator ranks one heard often "She is really good, which has something
on it". After their comeback, Osterer finds herself slowly back into playing tennis.
In tomorrow's final they have to strike against the Japanese Mika Ishikawa / Mitsuteru
Moroishi.
The final in the men's doubles contest the two Spaniards Daniel Caverzaschi / Martin de la
Puente. against the previous year's winner Maikel Scheffers / Ruben Spaargaren.
Katharina Krüger continues to play "her game". With 6-0 6-0 she did not let the Japanese
Yumiko Inoue have the slightest chance. In the afternoon that looked the double with her on
the side, not otherwise. 6-1 6-1 was the final word for the Japanese-German doubles.
There were very exciting matches to watch in the men's singles. The favorite on the
individual victory Maikel Scheffers won easily against the Pole Kamil Fabisiak. "Yes, it was
a good game. I did not have the concentration in the second set and then the Kamil has just
made his points. ", said the world rankings number 10. His tomorrow's opponent, the
Spaniard Daniel Caverzaschi, played successfully against Nico Langmann (AUT) in two sets.
"That means we will see the game from last week tomorrow. Unfortunately, I lost to Daniel
in three sets. So tomorrow will be my revenge! ", informed Scheffers.
The match between Katharina Krüger and Giulia Capocci (ITA) takes place as the third
match on the center court. The men's single does not start before 1 pm. The double finalists
Laudan and Osterer will play their final from 4 pm.

